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Abstract
We consider a cadlag process Y; (Ft) the ltration generated by Y and (Fnt ) generated by
step processes Y n dened from Y by discretization in time. We study the stability in D (with
Skorokhod topology) of (Fnt )-martingales and of (F
n
t )-solutions of related backward equations,
when Y n! Y . We get this stability (in law) when Y is Markov and (in probability) under
stronger assumptions on the coecients of equations. c© 1998 Published by Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let (
;F; (Ft)t2[0; T ]; P) be a ltered probability space, where the ltration (Ft)=
(FYt ) is generated by a cadlag (right continuous and admitting left limits) process
Y =(Yt; t 2 [0; T ]). Note that, in general, (Ft) is not right-continuous. Let
n= f0= t n0<tn1<   <tnkn = Tg; n2N;
be a sequence of rening partitions of an interval [0; T ] such that jnj :=maxijt ni − t ni−1j
! 0; n!1. Denote Fnt = (Y ns ; s6t), where
Y nt := Ytni for t 2 [t ni ; t ni+1); Y nT := Ytnkn−1 :
At last, assume that each xed point of discontinuity for Y belongs to [n n.
Given an integrable random variable X and a sequence of random variables X n; n2N,
converging to X in L1(P), consider the martingale M =(Mt =E(X jFt); t 2 [0; T ]), and
the sequence of martingales Mn=(Mnt =E(X
njFnt ); t 2 [0; T ]); n2N, with respect to
the perturbed ltrations (Fnt )t2[0; T ]; n2N. Since Fnt "Ft ; n!1, for each t 2 [0; T ],
we have that Mnt !Mt in probability. In this paper we consider the problem of con-
vergence Mn!M+ in the Skorokhod topology, where M+ :=M (+ 0).
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This problem was suggested by the paper of Antonelli and Kohatsu-Higa (1997),
where a general problem of convergence of solutions of backward SDEs was consid-
ered. Under suitable conditions, they proved that, given the backward SDE
Vt =E
Z T
t
gs(Vs) dAs+X jFt+

; ()
the solutions V n of perturbed equations
V nt =E
Z T
t
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s +X
njFnt

(n)
converge to V , the solution of (), in law for the Meyer{Zheng topology. The problem
of convergence for the Skorokhod topology appeared to be signicantly more compli-
cated even in the \degenerate" case g= gn 0 and X n=X .
In this paper we show that:
(1) In general, the convergence Mn!M+ (i.e., the convergence of solutions V n!V
in the \degenerate case" mentioned above) for the Skorokhod topology can fail;
see the example in Section 2.
(2) If Y is a Markov process (not necessarily continuous), then Mn!M+ in proba-
bility for the Skorokhod topology, (Theorem 1, Section 2).
(3) If the hypotheses of Antonelli and Kohatsu-Higa (1997) are satised and if either
the martingale part of V is continuous, or A is continuous and Y is a Markov
process, then V n!V in law for the Skorokhod topology. Under additional as-
sumptions (essentially, convergence in variation of An to A, and A is nonrandom),
V n!V in probability for the Skorokhod topology; these results are given in
Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 of Section 3.
We further denote C=C[0; T ]; D=D[0; T ]; Dk =D([0; T ];Rk) (equipped with the
Skorokhod topology).
2. Convergence of perturbed martingales and the \Markov case"
Example. Let B=(Bt; t 2 [0; T ]) be a standard Brownian motion, and X be a ran-
dom variable independent of B and such that PfX =1g=PfX = 12g= 12 . Choose Y
dened by
Yt =
(
0 for t< 12 ;
(Bt −B1=2)X for t> 12 :
The main idea of the example is the following. The knowledge of the trajectory of
Yt =(Bt −B1=2)X on a whole, though arbitrary small, time interval [ 12 ; 12 + ], gives a.s.
knowledge of the true value of X , while the knowledge of Yt for a xed time moment
t> 12 gives, in contrast, little information on X .
To be precise, note rst that X is Ft-measurable for each t> 12 . To show this take
a sequence ~n= f 12 = sn0<sn1<   <snin = tg; n2N, of partitions of an interval [ 12 ; t]
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such that j ~nj! 0. Then
X
i
(Ysni −Ysni−1 )2 =
X
i
(Bsni −Bsni−1 )2X 2!

t− 1
2

X 2; n!1;
in probability. Since all the summands (Ysni −Ysni−1 )2 are Ft-measurable, we have the
(Ft)-measurability of (t− 12 )X 2 and hence of X . In particular, this implies that Y is a
(continuous) (Ft)-martingale (and an (Ft+)-martingale as well). We also have that
Mt =E(X jFt)=
( 3
4 for t6
1
2 ;
X for t> 12 :
Now consider Mnt =E(X jFnt ). Fix n2N and denote i=minfi : t ni > 12g; t= ti ; =
t− 12>0; Z=(Bt −B1=2). Let us calculate E(X jFnt ). The distribution function of
Yt = ZX is
FZX (y) = PfZX<yg= 12(PfZ<yjX =1g+PfZ<2yjX =1=2g)
= 12 (FZ(y)+FZ(2y)); y2R:
Hence, the density function of Yt equals
’(y)=’ZX (y)=
1
2’(y)+’(2y); y2R;
where ’(y)=’Z(y)= (2)
−1=2e−y
2=(2); y2R, is the density of N (0; ). Therefore,
PfX =1jZX =yg= ’Z(y)PfX =1g’ZX (y)
=
’(y)
’(y)+ 2’(2y)
and
PfX = 12 jZX =yg=
2’(2y)
’(y)+ 2’(2y)
; y2R:
Hence,
E(X jFnt )=E(X jZX )=
’(ZX )+’(2ZX )
’(ZX )+ 2’(2ZX )
=
1+ expf−3(ZX )2=2g
1+2 expf−3(ZX )2=2g :
Since Z=
p
 is a standard normal variable independent of X , we have that the value of
the rst \step" Mnt =M
n
t ; t 2 [ti ; ti+1) (after the time t= 12) of the martingale Mn has
a continuous distribution on the interval ( 23 ; 1) independent of  and hence of n. Now
passing to the limit as n!1 we have that t n = t # t, but Mtn does not converge
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(in probability or in law) to M1=2 that has only two possible values  14 . This makes
impossible the convergence Mn!M+ in the Skorokhod sense.
In the sequel, Y; Y n; (Ft); (Fnt ); X; X
n; V; V n; A and An have the same meaning as in
Introduction.
Theorem 1. Suppose Y =(Yt;Ft =FYt ; t 2 [0; T ]) is a Markov process. Let X and
X n; n2N, be FT -measurable integrable random variables. Denote Mt =E(X jFt);
M nt =E(X
njFnt ); t 2 [0; T ]. Suppose that either X n=X for all n2N, or X n!X in
Lp for some p>1. Then Mn!M+ in probability for the Skorokhod topology.
Proof. In the case X n=X using the truncation argument we can also assume, without
loss of generality, that X is p-integrable for some p>1. Note that, for each t= t ni 2 n,
the random variable Mnt =E(M
n
T jFnt ) can be written as
Mnt =f(Yt0 ; Yt1 ; : : : ; Yt)
with some measurable function f :Ri+1!R. By the Markov property of Y we have,
for s= tj 2 n; s6t,
E(Mnt jFs)= ~f(Yt0 ; Yt1 ; : : : ; Ys)
with some measurable function ~f :Rj+1!R, i.e., E(Mnt jFs) is, in fact, Fns -measurable,
and thus
E(Mnt jFs)=Mns for s6t; s; t 2 n; n2N:
This means that all the processes
(Mnt ;Ft ; t 2 n); n2N
are martingales with respect to the ltrations (Ft)t2n . Therefore, we can apply the
martingale inequality for the martingales (Mnt −Mt;Ft ; t 2 n) to obtain
E

sup
t2n
jMnt −Mt jp

6CpEjMnT −MT jp! 0; n!1;
where the convergence MnT !MT in Lp is easily seen from
MnT −MT = E(X njFnT )−E(X jFT )
= E(X n−X jFnT )+ [E(X jFnT )−E(X jFT )]:
Indeed, the rst term converges to zero in Lp by Jensen's inequality, while the sec-
ond one tends to zero in Lp by the martingale convergence theorem (remind that
FnT "FT ; n!1).
Now denote ~Mnt =Mtni for t2 [t ni ; t ni+1); ~MnT =Mtkn−1 . Then ~Mn!M+ in the Skorokhod
topology a.s. One can check this using, for example, Lemma 6.2 from Kurtz{Protter
[5]. On the other hand, since both Mn and ~Mn are constant on the partition intervals
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[t ni ; t
n
i+1), by the preceding we have
E
 
sup
t2[0; T ]
jMnt − ~Mnt jp
!
= E

sup
t2n
jMnt − ~Mnt jp

= E

sup
t2n
jMnt −Mt jp

! 0; n!1;
i.e., Mn− ~Mn!0 uniformly in probability. Together with the a.s. convergence ~Mn!M+
in the Skorokhod sense, this implies the convergence Mn!M+ in the Skorokhod sense
(in probability), and the theorem is proved.
Remark 1. In view of our counterexample and Theorem 1, the Markov assumption
for the \ltration generating" process Y seems rather natural, though one can indicate
some situations when this assumption is not needed. We formulate a partial result in
this direction when X has a chaos type representation in terms of Y .
Proposition 1. Let Y be a square integrable martingale such that d hY; Y it6dat for
some bounded nonrandom increasing cadlag function a (i.e., (a−hY; Y i) is an increas-
ing process). Suppose X admits the following representation: there exist k 2N and
functions up 2C[0; T ]; p=1; 2; : : : ; k, such that X = Ik(Y )T ; where
I1(Y )t =
Z t
0
u1(s) dYs; Ip(Y )t =
Z t
0
up(s)Ip−1(Y )s− dYs; p=2; : : : ; k:
Then Mn!M+ in probability ( for the Skorokhod topology).
Sketch of the proof. By assumptions made it is clear that M+t = Ik(Y )t . Denote M^ nt =
Ik(Y n)t . Then M^ is an (Fnt )-martingale, and by induction it is easy to check that
E(M^ nt )
26
Z T
0
Z t−k−1
0
  
Z t−1
0
u2k(tk−1) : : : u
2
1(s) datk−1 : : : das:
Now, the convergence theorem for stochastic integrals (Jakubowski et al., 1989; Kurtz
and Protter, 1991) easily yields that
(Y n; I1(Y n); : : : ; Ik(Y n))
P−! (Y; I1(Y ); : : : ; Ik(Y ))
for the Skorokhod topology in Dk+1, and hence M^ n P−!M+ in D. Now using the
uniform boundedness of (Ik(Y n)T ) in L2 we get the convergence E(M^ nT −MT )2! 0.
On the other hand, since MnT !MT a.s. and (MnT ) is bounded in L2, we also have
E(MnT −MT )2! 0. Therefore,
E

sup
t6T
jMnt − M^ nt j2

64E(MnT − M^ nT )2! 0;
whence the result.
Remark 2. It is not dicult to generalize this proposition to random variables X
given by sums of Ik(Y )T with dierent k and then to X which are the sums of iterated
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integrals of the formZ
0<t1<t2<<tk−16T
u(s; t1; : : : ; tk−1) dYs : : : dYtk−1
with u2L2(Sk ; (da)⊗k); Sk = f(t1; t2; : : : ; tk) : 0<t1<t2<   <tk<Tg.
Without Markov assumption, in a more general setting we can get convergence of
perturbed martingales in a weaker sense:
Proposition 2. Let (Gt) and (Gnt ) be ltrations such that; for each n2N; (Gnt ) is right
continuous and; for all t6T; Gnt "Gt ; n!1. Suppose that Z and Z n; n2N, are GT -
measurable random variables with Z n! Z in Lp for some p>1. Then the sequence
of processes (E(Z njGnt )) converges to E(Z jGt+) in probability for the Meyer{Zheng
topology in D.
Proof. It suces (see Lemma 1 of Meyer and Zheng, 1984) to prove that
E
Z T
0
jE(Z njGnt )−E(Z jGt)j dt

! 0:
But
E
Z T
0
jE(Z njGnt )−E(Z jGt)j dt

=
Z T
0
U nt dt;
where
U nt :=EjE(Z njGnt )−E(Z jGt)j! 0; t 2 [0; T ]:
Since, by assumptions made, U nt 6supn E(jZ nj+ jZ j)<1; t 2 [0; T ], applying the
dominated convergence theorem we have the result.
3. Convergence of solutions of backward equations
Let us begin with an example based on a typical one of two converging in D
sequences of cadlag functions having the sum diverging in D. Suppose that a martingale
M+t =E(X jFt+) is not continuous, that is, with a positive probability, it has at least
one jump on the time interval [0; T ]. Let then two numbers a>0 and >0 be such
that, for the stopping time  := infft>0 : jM+t j>ag, the probability Pf<T − g is
positive. Suppose also that M+ has no jump equal to a. Assuming that Mn D−!M+
a.s., denote n= infft>0 : jM nt j>ag=minft 2 n : jM nt j>ag, which is an (Fnt )-
stopping time. Then n!  a.s. and, on the event f<T − g; M nn !M+ . Take
At = 5ft>^(T−)g and Ant = 5ft>(n+n)^(T−)g, where the number sequence (n) is taken
so that n>jnj and n # 0. Then An D−!A and, even though Mn D−!M+, the sequence
(Mn−An) does not converge in the Skorokhod topology to M+−A at least on the
event f<T − g. This implies that even for the coecients gn= g 1 we have no
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convergence of V n=1+Mn−An to V =1+M+−A in the Skorokhod topology for
the solutions of the corresponding backward equations.
This example shows that to get the convergence for the Skorokhod topology for
solutions of backward equations under perturbations of ltrations it is necessary to
assume some additional hypotheses on Y or X .
Now, we write the considered backward equations in the form
Vt =E
Z T
0
gs(Vs) dAs+X jFt+

−
Z t
0
gs(Vs) dAs;
V nt =E
Z T
0
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s +X
njFnt

−
Z t
0
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s :
We assume the following hypotheses that are essentially taken from (Antonelli and
Kohatsu-Higa, 1997):
(HX) 9>0 :X n!X in L1+(P);
(HA) All An are increasing (Fnt )-adapted processes, and A
n D−!A; AnT6n; supn n=
1<1;
(Hg) g; gn :
 [0; T ]R!R are, respectively (Ft) and Fnt -adapted, Lipschitz with
constants c; cn; g is continuous in s; gn are cadlag in s; sups jgs(o)j is bounded;
sup
n
ecnn(1+)
(
E
Z T
0
jgns (0)j dAns
1+
+EjX nj1+
)
<1;
P-a.s. gn! g uniformly in s and x in compact sets.
In view of the rst example of Theorem 1, we will also need the following
hypothesis.
(HF) The process Y is a continuous Markov process with respect to the ltration (Ft)
it generates.
Lemma 1 (Antonelli and Kohatsu-Higa, Theorem 2.5). Under hypotheses (HX), (HA),
and (Hg), we have
(1) supn E(
R T
0 jgns (V ns )j dAns + jX nj)1+<1;
(2) supn E(supt jV nt j1+)<1.
Remark. Lemma 1 directly gives the uniform boundedness in probability and thus the
tightness of the sequence (V n) for the Meyer{Zheng topology (see Stricker, 1985).
Lemma 2. Under hypotheses (HX), (HA), and (Hg), the sequence
Z 
0
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s ; A
n

is tight in D2.
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Proof. Step 1: We begin with showing that
8>0; 9n0 2N; 8n>n0; P

sup
t6T

Z t
0
(gs(V ns )− gns (V ns )) dAns
>

6:
Let now K be such that Pfsupt6T jV nt j>Kg<=2 (such K exists by Lemmas 1 and 2),
and let n0 be such that
P
"
sup
jxj6K
sup
t6T
jgt(x; !)− gnt (x; !)j>

1
#
6

2
; n>n0:
Then by the preceding we have
P

sup
t6T

Z t
0
(gs(V ns )− gns (V ns )) dAns
>

6P

sup
t6T

Z t
0
(gs(V ns )− gns (V ns )) dAns
>; sup
t6T
jV nt j6K

+P[sup jV nt j>K]
6P
"
sup
jxj6K

sup
t6T
jgt(x; !)− gnt (x; !)jAnT

>
#
+

2
6; n>n0:
Step 2: Now to obtain the result of Lemma it suces, by (HA), to prove the tightness
in D of the sequence of the processes (
R 
0 gs(V
n
s ) dA
n
s ); P-a.s. Denote g
+
s (V
n
s )=max
fgs(V ns ); 0g and g−s (V ns )=maxf−gs(V ns ); 0g. Since

Z t
0
gs (V
n
s ) dA
n
s

= gt (V
n
t )A
n
t
and

Z t
0
jgs(Vns )j dAns

=
Z t
0
g+s (V
n
s ) dA
n
s

+ 
Z t
0
g−s (V
n
s ) dA
n
s

;
we have that the sequence (
R 
0 gs(V
n
s ) dA
n
s ) is tight in D provided both sequences
(
R 
0 g

s (V
n
s ) dA
n
s ) are tight. SinceZ t
0
jgs(Vns )j dAns

6
Z t
0
(jgs(0)j+ cjVns j) dAns
and the processes
R 
0 (jgs(0)j + cjVns j − gs (Vns )) dAns are increasing, we have that (see
Jacod{Shiryaev, 1987, Ch. 6, Proposition 3.35) the sequence (
R 
0 gs(V
n
s ) dA
n
s ) is tight
provided the sequence (
R 
0(jgs(0)j+ cjVns j) dAns ) is tight. (Note that the increasing pro-
cesses are well dened by hypothesis (Hg).)
Step 3: Let K be such that P[supt6T jVnt j>K]<=2. Then we have
P

sup
t6T
c
Z t
0
jVns j5fjVns j>Kg dAns
>

6P

sup
t6T
jVnt j>K

<

2
;
whence it suces to show the tightness in D of the sequenceZ 
0
(jgs(0)j+ cjVns j5fjVns j6Kg) dAns

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and hence of the sequenceZ 
0
(jgs(0)j+ cK) dAns

:
Since An D−!A; jAnj are uniformly bounded, and g is continuous in s, we have
Z 
0
(jgs(0)j+ cK) dAns D−!
Z 
0
(jgs(0)j+ cK) dAs;
and lemma is proved.
Lemma 3. Under hypotheses (HX), (HA), (Hg), and (HF), the sequence of processes
E
Z T
0
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s + X
njFn

is tight in D.
Proof. Since, by (HF), Y is a continuous process, we have by Lemma 2 that the
sequence (X n; Y; An;
R 
0 g
n
s (V
n
s ) dA
n
s ) is tight in RCD2. By the Skorokhod represen-
tation theorem there exists a subsequence of N (indexed by n0) and a probability space
( ~
; ~F; ~P) with a sequence ( ~X n
0
; ~Y n
0
; ~An
0
; ~Un
0
) dened on it such that
L(( ~X n
0
; ~Y n
0
; ~An
0
; ~Un
0
)j ~P)=L

X n
0
; Y; An
0
;
Z 
0
gn
0
s (V
n0
s ) dA
n0
s
P

and
( ~X n
0
; ~Y n
0
; ~An
0
; ~Un
0
)
~P-a:s:−−!( ~X ; ~Y ; ~A; ~U ) in RCD2:
Clearly,
L(( ~X ; ~Y ; ~A)j ~P)=L((X; Y; A)jP)
and
( ~X n
0
; ~Y ; ~An
0
; ~Un
0
)
~P-a:s:−−!( ~X ; ~Y ; ~A; ~U ) in RCD2:
Let ~Y n
0
be dened by ~Y n
0
t =
P
i
~Yti5[ti ; ti+1)(t) when Y n
0
t =
P
i Yti5[ti ; ti+1)(t). Denote ~Fn
0
t =
F
~Y n
0
t and ~Ft =F
~Y
t . Since
sup
n0
~Efj ~E( ~Un0T + ~X n
0 j ~Fn0T )j1+g6 sup
n0
~Efj ~Un0T + ~X n
0 j1+g
= sup
n0
E
(
Z T
0
gn
0
s (V
n0
s ) dA
n0
s + X
n0

1+)
;
we have that
~E( ~Un
0
T + ~X
n0 j ~Fn0T ) L
1+
−! ~E( ~UT + ~X j ~FT ):
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Therefore, applying Theorem 1 to the sequence of random variables ( ~Un
0
T + ~X
n0) and
ltrations ( ~Fn
0
t ); ( ~Ft), we obtain the convergence in ~P-probability for the Skorokhod
topology of ( ~E( ~Un
0
T + ~X
n0 j ~Fn0 )) to ~E( ~UT + ~X j ~F+). But
L( ~E( ~Un
0
T + ~X
n0 j ~Fn0 )j ~P)=L

E
Z T
0
gn
0
s (V
n0
s ) dA
n0
s + X
n0 jFn0
P

;
whence the assertion.
As the example at the beginning of this section shows, one cannot expect the rela-
tive compactness or tightness in D of the sequence of the solutions (Vn) without an
additional hypothesis. On the other hand, under an adequate continuity hypothesis, we
immediately have:
Lemma 4. Suppose hypotheses (HX), (HA), (Hg), and (HF) are satised. In addi-
tion, assume the following hypothesis:
(Hco) Either A is a continuous process, or all (Ft+)-martingales are continuous. Then
the sequence
X n; An; V n; E
Z T
0
gs(Vns ) dA
n
s + X
njFn

;
Z 
0
gs(Vns ) dA
n
s ; Y

is tight in RD4C.
Proof. From Lemmas 2 and 3, with (Hco) we immediately get the tightness in RD4
C of the sequence
X n; An; V n; E
Z T
0
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s + X
njFn

;
Z 
0
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s ; Y

:
As in the proof of Lemma 2, using the property 3) of Lemma 1 and the uniform
convergence of gn! g one easily gets that
E
Z T
0
jgns (Vns )− gs(Vns )j dAns jFn

! 0 and
Z 
0
jgns (Vns )− gs(Vns )j dAns ! 0
uniformly in probability. Therefore, in the latter sequence one can replace gns (V
n
s ) by
gs(Vns ).
Theorem 2. Suppose hypotheses (HX), (HA), (Hg), (HF), and (Hco) are satised,
and Y is continuous. Then the sequence (Vn) of the solutions of equations (n) con-
verge to the solution V of () in law for the Skorokhod topology.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, one can notice that, for all >0,
P

sup
t6T
Vnt − E
Z T
0
gs(Vns ) dA
n
s + X
njFnt

−
Z t
0
gs(Vns ) dA
n
s
>

! 0; n!1:
Hence, it suces to show that
E
Z T
0
gs(Vns ) dA
n
s + X
njFn

−
Z 
0
gs(Vns ) dA
n
s
L(D)−! V:
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Now, let us remark that since the function g is B[0; T ]⊗FT ⊗BR-measurable and
FT =FYT , there exists a measurable mapping ’ : [0; T ]CR such that g(s; !; x)=
’(s; Y (!); x). Clearly, ’ and g have the same properties in s and x. Therefore, the
sequence
(X n; An; V n;Mn; Un)
=

X n; An; V n; E
Z T
0
’(s; Y; V ns ) dA
n
s + X
njFn

;
Z 
0
’(s; Y; V ns ) dA
n
s

is tight. As before, on another probability space ( ~
; ~F; ~P) take a subsequence
( ~X n
0
; ~An
0
; ~Vn
0
; ~Mn
0
; ~Un
0
; ~Y )
with
( ~X n
0
; ~An
0
; ~Vn
0
; ~Y )
~P-a:s:−−!( ~X ; ~A; ~V ; ~Y ) in RD2C
and
L(( ~X n
0
; ~An
0
; ~Vn
0
; ~Mn
0
; ~Un
0
; ~Y )j ~P)=L((X n0 ; An0 ; V n0 ; Mn0 ; U n0 ; Y )jP);
where ~Un
0
and ~Mn
0
have the representations
~Un0t =
Z t
0
’(s; ~Y ; ~Vn
0
s ) d ~A
n0
s and ~M
n0
t = ~E
Z T
0
’(s; ~Y ; ~Vn
0
s ) d ~A
n0
s j ~Fn
0
t

:
Since
’(; ~Y ; ~Vn0 )
~P-a:s:−−!’(; ~Y ; ~V) in D;
by the statements (1) and (2) of Lemma 1 we have the convergenceZ 
0
’(s; ~Y ; ~Vn
0
s ) d ~A
n0
s !
Z 
0
’(s; ~Y ; ~Vs) d ~As in D
(see Jakubowski et al., 1989, Proposition 2.9, (c)). In particular, for 0<0<, we haveZ T
0
’(s; ~Y ; ~Vn
0
s ) d ~A
n0
s !
Z T
0
’(s; ~Y ; ~Vs) d ~As in L1+
0
( ~P)
and thus ~Mn
0 D−! ~M in probability, where ~Mt = ~E[
R T
0 ’(s; ~Y ; ~Vs) d ~As + ~X j ~Ft+]. Thus,
we get that ~V is a solution of the equation
~Vt =E
Z T
0
’(s; ~Y ; ~Vs) d ~As + ~X j ~Ft+

−
Z t
0
’(s; ~Y ; ~Vs) d ~As;
which has the same law as the unique solution of
Vt =E
Z T
0
’(s; Y; Vs) d As + X jFt+

−
Z t
0
’(s; Y; Vs) dAs;
which, in turn, coincides with the solution of (). The theorem is proved.
Remark 3. It remains an open problem, whether, actually, the convergence Vn!V
in probability for the Skorokhod topology holds. The main diculty is to prove the
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pointwise convergence Vnt !Vt at least for t from a countable dense subset of [0; T ].
One might hope to apply, in this context, Gronwall-type lemmas (see, e.g., (Antonelli,
1996; Antonelli and Kohatsu-Higa, 1997)). This way gives a result in this direction
under additional strong assumptions:
Proposition 3. Let, as before, the processes An; gn be (Fnt )-adapted, and A, g be
(Ft)-adapted, X n be FnT -measurable, and X be FT -measurable. Moreover, assume the
following hypotheses:
(HFr) The ltration (Ft) is right continuous;
(HVA) E[(Var(An − A)T )2]! 0, and the process A is deterministic. (Var() denotes
the variation process of ());
(Hg2) jgns (!; x) − gs(!; x)j6kn(1 + jxj) with non random kn such that kn! 0;
sups jgs(0)j is in L2; g; gn are Lipschitz with constants c; cn; supn cn<1;
(HX2) X n!X in L2.
Then under (HFr); (HVA); (Hg) with =1; (Hg2), and (HX2), we have
(1) For every t 2 [0; T ]; V nt !Vt in L1.
(2) The sequence of processes (Vn) converges to V in probability for the Meyer{Zheng
topology on D.
(3) If the process Y is Markov, the convergence in probability holds for the
Skorokhod topology.
Proof. (1) For every t 2 [0; T ], we have
jVnt − Vt j6 E
Z T
t
jgns (Vns )j dVar(An − A)s +
Z T
t
jgns (Vns )− gs(Vns )j dAs
+ jX n − X j+
Z T
t
cjVns − Vsj dAsjFnt

+ jE(Ut jFnt )− E(Ut jFt)j;
where Ut :=
R T
t gs(Vs) dAs + X .
Since the increasing process A is deterministic and hence (Fnt )-adapted for all
n2N, we can apply the Gronwall-type lemma (see Antonelli and Kohatsu-Higa, 1997,
Theorem 2.1, Antonelli, 1996, Theorem 1.8) to obtain:
jVnt − Vt j6 E
Z T
t
E(cA)s−E(cA)−1t jgns (Vns )− gs(Vns )j dAs
+
Z T
t
E(cA)s−E(cA)−1t cjE(UsjFns )− E(UsjFs)j dAs
+
Z T
0
E(cA)TE(cA)−1t jgns (Vns )j dVar(An − A)s
+E(cA)TE(cA)−1t jX n − X j jFnt
1
A
+ jE(Ut jFnt )− E(Ut jFt)j;
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where E(cA) denotes the Doleans exponential of cA. Then taking expectations yields
EjVnt − Vt j6
Z T
t
E(cA)s−E(cA)−1t Ejgns (Vns )− gs(Vns )j dAs
+
Z T
t
E(cA)s−E(cA)−1t EjE(UsjFns )− E(UsjFs)j dAs
+E(cA)TE(cA)−1t E

sup
s
jgns (Vns )jVar(An − A)T

+E(cA)TE(cA)−1t EjX n − X j+ EjE(Ut jFnt )− E(Ut jFt)j:
Denote by (1){(5) the ve terms of the right side of the last inequality.
Since by the hypotheses supn E[(sups6T jVns j)2]<1, we easily get that (1), (3), and
(4) tend to 0.
Since Ut 2L2 and Fnt "Ft , we have the convergence E(Ut jFnt )!E(Ut jFt) in L2
and hence the convergence of (5) to 0.
Since
EjE(UsjFns )− E(UsjFs)j62EjU0j<1; s2 [0; T ];
term (2) also tends to 0 by the dominated convergence theorem, and we are nished
with the rst part of Proposition.
(2) The assertion is obtained easily, since by the dominated convergence theorem
we getZ T
0
EjVns − Vsj ds! 0:
(3) From the rst part of the proposition we have the convergence Vnt
P−!Vt for all
t 2 [0; T ]. By the dominated convergence theorem from the convergence of An!A in
variation one obtains the uniform convergence in probability of the integralsZ t
0
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s !
Z t
0
gs(Vs) dAs:
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have the convergence of the martingale parts
(Mnt ;F
n
t ) of V
n to that of V in the following sense:
sup
t2n
jMnt −Mt j P−! 0;
and hence
sup
t2n
jVnt − Vt j6 sup
t2n
jMnt −Mt j+ sup
t6T

Z t
0
gns (V
n
s ) dA
n
s −
Z t
0
gs(Vs) dAs
 P−! 0:
Finishing as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain the convergence Vn!V in proba-
bility for the Skorokhod topology.
Remark 4. If A is continuous, the right continuity of the ltration (Ft) is not needed for
getting assertions (2) and (3) of Proposition 3, while assertion (1) should be changed
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by the following weaker one:
(10) For all t 2 [0; T ]; V nt − Vt − E(Ut jFt+) + E(Ut jFt)! 0 in L1.
Actually, in conditioning,Ft is changed byFt+; after using Gronwall-type inequality,
considering the process (Ut) we can choose a cadlag version of E(Ut jFt) such that
E(Ut jFt)=E(Ut jFt+)), for all t, except t from (at most) a countable set D. Then, for
t 2Dc; E(Ut jFnt )!E(Ut jFt+). Since A is continuous, by the dominated convergence
theorem we still get the convergence of Stieltjes integrals with respect to A, and we
are nished with (10).
The proofs of (2) and (3) need minimal changes as it suces to notice that the
Stieltjes integrals of jE(Ut jFt+)− E(Ut jFt)j with respect to dAt and dt are zeros.
Remark 5. In assertions (1) and (2) of Proposition 3, for the ltrations we only need
the hypotheses of Proposition 2; the process Y , actually, does not play any role.
For simplicity of the proof, the assumption of convergence gn! g is expressed
by technical hypothesis (Hg2) taken from Antonelli and Kohatsu-Higa (1997), which,
clearly, is not the weakest possible one.
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